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CONFIDENTIAL 
          These notes have been prepared for the guidance of officers concerned with the operation and 
administration of tugs and related craft. Heretofore insufficient information concerning the characteristics of the 
various types of tugs has been generally available to such officers to permit intelligent assignment to tasks. As a 
result there have been many instances in the various theaters of operation where the limited tug boat facilities 
have not been used with the greatest effectiveness and in some cases serious errors in assignments have been 
made. 
          In the absence of familiarity with the characteristics of the various towing craft, it appears that officers 
directing towing operations have been guided by the official designations of vessels or nomenclature, which, in 
the past has not been sufficiently descriptive for operational purposes. The nomenclature more or less loosely 
distinguishes between certain seagoing, rescue and harbor tugs. It is not especially indicative of the suitability of 
individual types, within the nomenclature groups, for the many and varied tasks for which tugs are now 
employed. 
          The number of tugs presently available are quite insufficient for current needs of a most important Naval 
and military operational nature. As little improvement in the situation can be expected for sometime and as there 
will always be temporary shortages of tugs in different areas or localities from time to time it is essential that the 
maximum effective use be made of available facilities. The efficient selection of tugs for any mission requires an 
analysis of the task and the best choice of tugs suitable for performing that mission. 
          In analyzing the task preliminary to the selection of tugs and the issuance of necessary orders and 
instructions, certain points should be considered with a view to avoiding the following if practicable: 
a.   Unnecessary delay in keeping tugs waiting while tows are being prepared or disposed of after the mission has 
been accomplished. In this connection, if the draft of the towing tug is too great for the depth of water at either 
terminal, advance arrangements should be made to deliver or to take over the tow before the arrival of the deep 
sea tug outside. 
b.   The employment of large tugs on work that available smaller and less powerful or less seaworthy tugs can do. 
An estimate of the required towline pull and horsepower of the towing vessel should be made as a first step 
preparatory to making an assignment. (See tables in back of pamphlet). 
c.   The employment of small tugs to undertake work beyond their capacity. This also requires a consideration of 
the towline pull. 
d.   The employment of tugs on tasks for which they have insufficient endurance unless arrangements have been 
made to provision or to fuel them en route. 
e.   The unnecessary employment in rear areas of tugs designed or especially suited for duty in combat zones. The 
large Indian Class (ATF67—76 etc.) tugs are well suited for combat towing and for emergency salvage or fire-
fighting in combat areas. Therefore, they should not be employed in the rear areas if other tugs suitable for this 
work are available. 
f.   The employment of tugs in forward combat areas that have insufficient stability, reserve buoyancy or 
subdivision to enable them to survive even moderate damage or which are insufficiently armed to ward off 
attacks by enemy planes. 
g.   The routing of tugs with large tows over areas where the depth of water is insufficient for the catenary of the 
hawser. Arrangements should be provided for shortening the towline where necessary. Tows are frequently lost or 
involved in difficulties due to the towline fouling submerged objects. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
h.   The unnecessary employment of tugs for standby duty on salvage or rescue operations. Tugs should not be 
ordered to standby unless there is a definite possibility that their services may be needed and they are capable of 
rendering the service likely to be required. 
i.   The unnecessary diversion of rescue tugs from areas in which tugs equipped with rescue (salvage or 
firefighting) facilities may be required. 
j.   The unnecessary employment of tugs for tows that could be undertaken by other craft scheduled to make the 
same passage or by a ship that may perhaps be more easily made available for the tow than a tug. 
          Information concerning the chief characteristics of tugs and related craft of interest to those concerned with 
their operation is contained in the following paragraphs together with certain tabulated data at the end. Changes in 
nomenclature or designation with a view to grouping craft with similar operating characteristics in the same 
group have been effected in enclosure (A). The following takes into account the new designations as established 
in enclosure (A). 
ATF - Ocean Tugs, Fleet 
     This class consists almost entirely of large seagoing tugs of the Navajo Class (ATF 67-76 etc.). They are 
excellent all purpose, long range, powerful, very seaworthy tugs, particularly well suited for operations with the 
combat forces. They are excellent for long tows of large vessels including mobile drydocks. They have good 
firefighting and good salvage (ship rescue, emergency damage control and repair) facilities. For firefighting they 
can be improved by the addition of portable fire pumps and equipment. They are well armed and can take 
considerable punishment. ATFs have a maximum draft of about eighteen (18) feet and consequently are not 
suitable for inshore work in amphibious operations. When used in combat operations, and unless already included 
in the ship's company, they should carry as additional personnel — one salvage officer, four salvage divers, six 
general salvage men, one firefighting officer and eight firefighting specialists. 
     The regular allowance of salvage and firefighting gear should also be supplemented as may be considered 
advisable for the particular operation. 
ATA - Ocean Tugs, Auxiliary 
     ATAs are new tugs designed for major towing operations at sea. This category includes all new seagoing tugs 
except ATFs and ATRs. Many new War Shipping Administration tugs manned by civilians have the same general 
characteristics as ATAs. They have a large radius of action and considerable endurance. ATAs are not supplied 
with appreciable firefighting or salvage facilities, although they do at least have the minimum amount which 
should be expected on any seagoing tug. They have a maximum draft of about 14 — 15 feet. They are well suited 
for use in reserve areas just outside combat zones where they will be in a position to relieve any ATF that may be 
engaged in towing a disabled vessel to a repair base or in performing any other similar task, thereby permitting 
the Fleet tug to return to the zone of combat. They should be used for major towing operations not in combat 
areas. Their armament is somewhat less than ATF's and they have about one half of the ATF horsepower. 
ATR - Ocean Going Tugs, Rescue 
     ATRs are new wooden tugs originally designed to render emergency assistance to vessels disabled on the high 
seas in enemy submarine infested coastal waters of the United States. They are extremely well fitted for 
firefighting and have moderate salvage facilities. ATRs have excellent seagoing qualities and good towing power 
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but are sharply limited in endurance and radius of action. These vessels are excellent for towing operations of a 
large magnitude but of a limited distance. ATRs are well suited to supplement the services of ATFs in combat 
areas, where cruising endurance is not an important factor and particularly where fire may be one of the great 
potential hazards. When a sufficient number of these tugs are available, one should be assigned to each major 
base for standby duty. 
ATO - Ocean Going Tugs, Old 
This class includes a miscellaneous assortment of seagoing tugs not meeting the requirements of the ATF, ATA 
or ATR groups. They are largely World War I type tugs or ex—Mine Sweepers (Bird Class). Some are deficient 
in stability, reserve buoyancy and freeboard or have been fitted with blisters or ballast as a partial remedy. Others 
have sufficient stability but insufficient freeboard and radius of action. In general they have widely varying 
characteristics but due to their age and general condition, limitations, etc., should normally be used to fill 
demands in rear areas where repair facilities are readily available and duty will not be too rigorous. In general 
they have no appreciable firefighting or salvage facilities. 
YTB - Harbor Tugs, Big 
     Harbor tugs with more than 800 h.p. 
YTM - Harbor Tugs, Medium 
     Harbor tugs with 400 - 800 h.p.  
YTL - Harbor Tugs, Little 
     Harbor tugs with less than 400 h.p. 
     The facilities of the existing harbor tugs vary widely. Some individual tugs are fitted with good firefighting 
pumps and other facilities-and some are not. Some of these tugs have been very successfully employed for rescue 
(towing) along beaches in amphibious operations. Their main and almost exclusive purpose is towing. Their 
assignment and use should be based chiefly on their size, power and endurance. 
Salvage Vessels and Submarine Rescue Vessels: 
     Most of the vessels in these classifications are capable of towing to a greater or a lesser degree. However, they 
were designed and constructed for certain other specific purposes and were fitted with some limited towing 
arrangements for work incidental to their primary function. 
     These ships are extremely valuable and their number is limited. They will be even more difficult to replace 
than tugs if lost. Their services for towing operations not incidental to salvage or submarine rescue should, 
therefore, only be employed in emergencies or where it is considered availability for their designed purpose will 
not be jeopardized or required. There are four classes of salvage vessels in the Naval service as follows: 
ARS - Seagoing Ship Salvage Vessels 
(l)   One class, (ARS1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 30, 31, 32) consists of converted ex-Bird Class Minesweepers and other 
suitable craft acquired from Various sources. These vessels have satisfactory characteristics and have been fitted 
out for ship salvage work to be accomplished by civilian crews in the coastal waters of North America and the 
Caribbean Sea. They have been fitted out for definite specialized ship salvage purposes encountered in coastal 
salvage work and are not especially suitable for towing nor are they suitable for employment as Naval manned 
salvage 
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vessels, due to lack of accommodations. With one exception, the USS BRANT (ARS32), they are civilian 
manned and are operated by Merritt—Chapman & Scott Corporation under the direction of the Supervisor of 
Salvage, USN. In the case of the BRANT, or any similar vessel which may be manned by a Navy personnel, the 
number of salvage men carried aboard and available for salvage operations is too small for any ordinary operation 
due to the fact that the number of men required to man these ships according to Navy operating standards takes 
up most of the available accommodation space. When one of these vessels, Navy manned, is used for a salvage 
operation it is necessary to temporarily place on board an additional number of salvage personnel and to provide 
sleeping accommodations on deck or wherever any space can be found. 
(2)   Salvage Base Ships (small coaster cargo type recommended) are used for transporting salvage gear and 
personnel to and from occupied harbors and bases incident to harbor clearance and miscellaneous salvage 
operations. They are not suitable for use in the actual conduct of salvage work but are chiefly an auxiliary to the 
salvage vessels or salvage forces. 
(3)   Newly constructed large Steel Salvage Vessels (AES 5-9 inclusive, 19-27 inclusive, 33, 34 and 38—49 
inclusive). These vessels were designed primarily to be operated by Navy crews and to be used for offshore 
salvage work in distant waters. They carry a salvage crew of two officers and twenty—one men in addition to the 
regular ship's operating crew. Their chief characteristics are: length - 213'; beam — 39'; draft — 13'; full load 
displacement — 1630 tons; cruising radius — 5,000 miles; speed — 15 knots; shaft h. p. — 3,000; propulsion 
plant — twin diesel electric. These vessels are capable of undertaking offshore salvage operations of considerable 
magnitude, although for some difficult types of work, two or more vessels may be required. They carry a 
considerable quantity of valuable salvage gear and should not be unnecessarily hazarded. In combat operations 
the salvage vessels should be stationed in areas just outside the combat zone and kept available for any major 
salvage operation that develops. At present, these vessels are fitted with towing machines, the drums of which 
should be locked in position before being subjected to the strain of a tow*. The rescue facilities of the fleet tugs 
(ATF), will usually be sufficient for any salvage work required of the type which can be undertaken under combat 
conditions. 
(4)   Newly constructed smaller Wooden Salvage Vessels (AES 13—17 inclusive, 28, 29, 35, and 36). The chief 
characteristics of these vessels are as follows: length - 183'; beam - 36'; draft - 12'; full load displacement - 1275'; 
cruising radius — 3,000 miles; speed — 12 knots; shaft h.p. — 1200; propulsion plant — twin diesel electric. In 
general, subject to the limitations of the wooden hull, smaller cruising radius and speed, the remarks concerning 
the Steel Salvage Vessels under sub—paragraph (3) above, also apply to the Wooden Salvage Vessels. Due to 
these limitations, the wooden vessels should be assigned to areas where the radius of action required will not be 
too great, and on account of the wooden hulls extended duty in tropical waters is not advisable unless the bottoms 
are suitably sheathed. The Steel Salvage Vessels are of course more rugged than the wooden. 
ASR - Submarine Rescue Vessels 
     Submarine Rescue Vessels, as such, are neither equipped nor manned for ship salvage. They are designed and 
equipped primarily for the purpose of rescuing the crews from sunken disabled submarines in waters up to a 
maximum depth of about three-hundred feet. Equipped for this purpose, they are accordingly suitable for 
conducting diving operations in relatively deep water whereas salvage vessels (ARS) are equipped for normal 
diving operations in shallow water (up to sixty feet). Ship salvage operations, expecially during wartime, are 
seldom practicable or necessary in waters of greater depth. In view of the special function, rescue of 
NOTE: ARS 21-27, 38-49 will be equipped with 60,000# towing engine. 
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personnel, for which Submarine Rescue Vessels are provided they should not, except in rare cases, be assigned to 
ship salvage (including salvage of submarines). As a rule all ship salvage tasks should be assigned to the Ship 
Salvage Forces, or to salvage vessels operating in the area. If it develops that a particular salvage operation 
involves the need for the facilities of a Submarine Rescue Vessel, consideration should then be given to the 
justification for diverting such a craft for that purpose. Otherwise, the Submarine Rescue Vessels may be 
subjected to unnecessary hazards in connection with tasks for which they are not particularly well fitted. 
Towline Pull 
 
          Though dependent on the characteristics of the propeller, speed and other factors, line pull developed by a 
towing vessel can be estimated to be roughly equivalent to one ton of towline pull per hundred 
shaft horsepower. This empirical formula is based on many actual tests, and has long been in use by 
experienced tow boat operators. It will be noted from the straight line curve, Plate II, that speeds, under ideal sea 
and weather conditions corresponding to a line pull of one ton per hundred s.h.p., are between about six (6) and 
eight (8) knots for a s.h.p. of less than 2600. 
 
          Since towing deals with large masses in motion, large forces, incident to changes in inertia, may be set up 
momentarily clausing wide variations in the towline pull and breakage of towlines which otherwise might be 
considered amply strong. Towlines should have a factor of safety of 4 - 6, on the basis of the above empirical 
rule. Elasticity, either inherent in the materials from which the towline is manufactured or in the weight and 
length of the line (catenary) should be provided to dampen instantaneous changes in forces. Elasticity in the 
towing arrangements is a vital consideration in connection with the strength of the towline. Manila towlines, 
having greater stretch than steel before developing full strength can be shorter and, in new manila, can have less 
ultimate strength than steel wire rope for the same tow. 
 
          Towing speed, or for that matter, ability to tow at all, is dependent on sea and weather conditions and 
nature of the vessels involved as much as it is on the s.h.p. of the towing vessel. Forces set up by the weather may 
easily be of an order equal to or greater than those set up by the towboat. These factors must be considered on the 
basis of experience and judgment. Often a heavy ship, well loaded down, may be more easily towed and at a 
faster rate than the same ship in a light condition. The loaded ship having less area exposed to the wind and a 
greater "rudder" or "center-board" effect due to deeper draft is usually more easily managed in a wind and seaway 
than the light ship. 
 
          Bearing the above in mind the data contained Plates I, II and III should be of value in connection with the 
selection of suitable vessels for conducting towing or related missions. For estimating required towline pull from 
Plate I, the displacement of a ship to be towed can be obtained from the displacement curve. If this is not 
available, a sufficiently close approximation can be obtained from the following formula: 
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 Displacement  = L x B x D x b  
        35  
 Where L -     = length, feet  
       B - = Beam, feet  
       D - = Mean Draft, feet  
       b - = Block coefficient  
Typical values of the block coefficient for various types of ships are: 
 Ship    Block Coefficient 
 Barge, square end........1.00  
 Battleship............... .61  
 Carrier.................. .58  
 Cruiser.................. .53  
 Destroyer................ .52  
 Destroyer Escort......... .50  
 Liberty Ship............. .75  
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Op-23-S-jk 
Ser. 95223 
NAVY DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 
WASHINGTON 
13 April 1944 
RESTRICTED 
From:   Chief of Naval Operations. 
To  : Secretary of the Navy. 
Subj: Ocean-Going Tugs and Harbor Tugs - Recommendations for reclassification of. 
Ref : (a) BuShips ltr. Section 250c AT/S28-2 (250c) YT/S28-2 dated 24 March 1944 conf. 
  
1.        In order to identify the general classes of tugs now in commission, in service or building, the following 
designations are recommended, effective 15 May 1944. 
ATF -  Auxiliary — Ocean fugs, Fleet 

Fleet tugs for combat operation — having large radius of action, good fire fighting, salvage and all 
around facilities. 

ATA -  Auxiliary — Ocean Tug, auxiliary 
New seagoing tugs with a considerable radius of action and with some fire fighting and little or no 
salvage facilities. 

ATO —  Auxiliary — Ocean Tugs, old. 
Tugs designed or constructed before or during World War I, ex-Mine Sweepers used as tugs and tugs 
needing considerable maintenance for service having operating limitations which exclude them from 
classification as ATF or ATA. 

ATE -  Auxiliary — Ocean Tugs, rescue 
Tugs with good fire fighting and salvage facilities. Most of these tugs have limited radius of action. 

YTB - Harbor Tugs, Big 
Harbor tugs with more than 800 h.p. 

YTM - Harbor Tugs, Medium 
Harbor tugs with more than 400 h.p. and less than 800 h.p. 

YTL - Harbor Tugs, Little 
Harbor tugs with less than 400 h.p. 

2.        The following present approved classification is recommended for cancellation, effective 15 May 1944. 
Class   Symbol 
Ocean—going tug    AT 
3.        If the above recommendations are approved, the changes in classifications are as follows, effective 
15 May 1944. 
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Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

CHEROKEE AT-66 ATF-66 
APACHE AT-67 ATF-67 
ARAPAHO AT-68 ATF-68 
CHIPPEVA AT-69 ATF-69 
CHOCTAW AT-70 ATF-70 
HOPI AT-71 ATF-71 
KIOWA AT-72 ATF-72 
MENOMINEE AT-73 ATF-73 
PAWNEE AT-74 ATF-74 
SIOUX AT-75 ATF-75 
UTE AT-76 ATF-76 
BANNOCK AT-81 ATF-81 
CARIB AT-82 ATF-82 
CHICKASAW AT-83 ATF-83 
CREE AT-84 ATF-84 
LIPAN AT-85 ATF-85 
MATACO AT-86 ATF-86 
MORENO AT-87 ATF-87 
NARRAGANSETT AT-88 ATF-88 
PINTO AT-90 ATF-90 
SENECA AT-91 ATF-91 
TAWASA AT-92 ATF-92 
TEKESTA AT-93 ATF-93 
YUMA AT-94 ATF-94 
ZUMI AT-95 ATF-95 
ABNAKI AT-96 ATF-96 
ALSEA AT-97 ATF-97 
ARIKARA AT-98 ATF-98 
CHOWANOC AT-100 ATF-l00 
COCOPA AT-101 ATF-101 
HIDATSA AT-102 ATF-102 
HITCHITI AT-103 ATF-103 
JICARILLA AT-104 ATF-104  

  

Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

MOCTOBI AT-105 ATF-105 
MOLALA AT-106 ATF-106 
MUNSEE AT-107 ATF-107 
PAKANA AT-108 ATF-108 
POTAWATOMI AT-109 ATF-109 
QUAPAW AT-110 ATF-110 
SARSI AT-111 ATF-111 
SERRANO AT-112 ATF-112 
TAKELMA AT-113 ATF-113 
TAWAKONI AT-114 ATF-114 
TENINO AT-115 ATF-115 
TOLOWA AT-116 ATF-116 
WATEREE AT-117 ATF-117 
WENATCHEE AT-118 ATF-118 
ACHOMAWI AT-148 ATF-148 
ATAKAPA AT-149 ATF-149 
AVOYEL AT-150 ATF-150 
CHAWASHA AT-151 ATF-151 
CAHUILLA AT-152 ATF-152 
CHILULA AT-153 ATF-153 
CHIMARIKO AT-154 ATF-154 
CUSABO AT-155 ATF-155 
LUISENO AT-156 ATF-156 
NIPMUC AT-157 ATF-157 
MOSOPELEA AT-158 ATF-158 
PAIUTE AT-159 ATF-159 
PAPAG0 AT-160 ATF-160 
SALINAN AT-161 ATF-161 
SHAKORI AT-162 ATF-162 
UTINA AT-163 ATF-163 
YUROK AT-164 ATF-164 
YUSTAGA AT-165 ATF-165 
CHETCO AT-166 AFT-166 
CHATOT AT-167 AFT-167  

 



Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

ATR-43 (ex-AT12l) ATA-121 
ATR-44 (ex-AT122) ATA-122 
ATR-45 (ex-AT123) ATA-123 
ATR-46 (ex-ATl24) ATA-124 
ATR-17 (ex-AT125) ATA-125 
ATR-90 (ex-ATl46) ATA-146 
ATR-97 ATA-170 
ATR-98 ATA-171 
ATR-99 ATA-172 
ATR-100 ATA-173 
ATR-101 ATA-174 
ATR-102 ATA-175 
ATR-103 ATA-176 
ATR-104 ATA-177 
ATR-105 ATA-178 
ATR-106 ATA-179 
ATR-107 ATA-180 
ATR-108 ATA-181  

  

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

ATR-109 ATA-182 
ATR-110 ATA-183 
ATR-111 ATA-184 
ATR-112 ATA-185 
ATR-113 ATA-186 
ATR-114 ATA-187 
ATR-115 ATA-188 
ATR-116 ATA-189 
ATR-117 ATA-190 
ATR-118 ATA-191 
ATR-119 ATA-192 
ATR-120 ATA-193 
ATR-121 ATA-194 
ATR-122 ATA-195 
ATR-123 ATA-196 
ATR-124 ATA-197 
ATR-125 ATA-198 
ATR-126 ATA-199  
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Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

ATR-127 ATA-200 
ATR-128 ATA-201 
ATR-129 ATA-202 
ATR-130 ATA-203 
ATR-131 ATA-204 
ATR-132 ATA-205 
ATR-133 ATA-206  

  

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

ATR-134 ATA-207 
ATR-135 ATA-208 
ATR-136 ATA-209 
ATR-137 ATA-210 
ATR-138 ATA-211 
ATR-139 ATA-212 
ATR-140 ATA-213  

 

Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

SONOMA AT-12 ATO-12 
ONTARIO AT-13 ATO-13 
ALLEGHENY AT-19 ATO-19 
SAGAMORE AT-20 ATO-20 
BAGADUCE AT-21 ATO-21 
KALMIA AT-23 ATO-23 
KEWAYDIN AT-24 ATO-24 
UMPQUA AT-25 ATO-25 
WANDANK AT-26 ATO-26 
TATNUCK AT-27 ATO-27 
SUNNADIN AT-28 ATO-28 
MAHOPAC AT-29 ATO-29 
SCIOTA AT-30 ATO-30 
PINOLA AT-33 ATO-33 
ALGORMA AT-34 ATO-34 
IUKA AT-37 ATO-37 
KEOSANQUA AT-38 ATO-38 
MONTCALM AT-39 ATO-39  

  

Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

UNDAUNTED AT-58 ATO-58 
ACOSHNET AT-63 ATO-63 
BOBOLINK AT-131 ATO-131 
CORMORANT AT-133 ATO-133 
KINGFISHER AT-135 ATO-135 
ORIOLE AT-136 ATO-136 
OWL AT-137 ATO-137 
PARTRIDGE AT-138 ATO-138 
RAIL AT-139 ATO-139 
ROBIN AT-140 ATO-140 
SEAGULL AT-141 ATO-141 
TERN AT-142 ATO-142 
TURKEY AT-143 ATO-143 
VIRBO AT-144 ATO-144 
WOODCOCK AT-145 ATO-145 
ESSELEN AT-147 ATO-147 
LARK AT-168 ATO-168 
WHIPPOORWILL AT-169 ATO-169  

 
Present 
Classification 

Recommended 
Classification 

ATR-1 - 40 incl. ATR-1 - 40 incl.  

  
Present 
Classification 

Recommended 
Classification 

ATR-50 - 89 incl. ATR-50 - 89 incl.  
 
Name Present Recommended   Name Present Recommended 



Classi- 
fication 

Classifi- 
cation 

NAVIGATOR YT-39 YTB-39 
PENOBSCOT YT-42 YTB-42 
WANDO YT-123 YTB-123 
CAHOKIA YT-135 YTB-135 
TAMAROA YT-136 YTB-136 
WOBAN YT-138 YTB-138 
ALA YT-139 YTB-139 
WAHTAH YT-140 YTB-140 
HEEKON YT-141 YTB-141 
NAKOMIS  YT-142 YTB-142 
MONTEZUMA YT-145 YTB-145  

Classi- 
fication 

Classifi- 
cation 

HOGA YT-146 YTB-146 
TAZHA YT-147 YTB-147 
WENONAH YT-148 YTB-148 
TOKA YT-149 YTB-149 
WOYOT YT-150 YTB-150 
KONOKA YT-151 YTB-151 
YAQUIMA YT-171 YTB-171 
MANISTEE YT-173 YTB-173 
ALLAQUIPPA YT-174 YTB-174 
CHEKILLI YT-175 YTB-175 
JUNALUSKA YT-176 YTB-176  
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Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

BLACK FOX YT-177 YTB-177 
DEKAURY YT-178 YTB-178 
LONE WOLF YT-179 YTB-179 
MADOKAWANDO YT-180 YTB-180 
MAZAPETA YT-181 YTB-181 
MAWKAW YT-182 YTB-182 
NEGWAGON YT-188 YTB-188 
NEPANET YT-189 YTB-189 
ORONO YT-190 YTB-190 
OSAMEKIN YT-191 YTB-191 
PESSACUS YT-192 YTB-192 
SASSACUS YT-193 YTB-193 
SQUANTO YT-194 YTB-194 
YONAGUSKA YT-195 YTB-195 
CAHTO YT-215 YTB-215 
COCHISE YT-216 YTB-216 
ENSENORE YT-217 YTB-217 
- - - -  YT-218 YFB-218 
HATAK YT-219 YTB-219 
IONA YT-220 YTB-220 
KABOUT YT-221 YTB-221 
KASOTA YT-222 YTB-222 
MAHACKEMO YT-223 YTB-223 
MANADA YT-224 YTB-224s 
MAQUINNA YT-225 YTB-225 
- - - -  YT-226 YTB-226 
- - - -  YT-227 YTB-227 
- - - -  YT-228 YTB-228 
- - - -  YT-229 YTB-229 
BOMAZEEN YT-238 YTB-238 
UNCAS YT-242 YTB-242 
DEKANISORA YT-252 YTB-252 
- - - -  YT-253 YTB-253 
MENATONON YT-254 YTB-254 
- - - -  YT-255 YTB-255 
MENOQUET YT-256 YTB-256 
MINOOKA YT-257 YTB-257 

  

Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

OSSAHINTA YT-278 YTB-278 
PENACOOK YT-279 YTB-279 
- - - -  YT-280 YTB-280 
PESHEWAH YT-281 YTB-281 
PIOMINGO YT-282 YTB-282 
PITCHLYNN YT-283 YTB-283 
NEOKAUTAH YT-284 YTB-284 
POQUIM YT-285 YTB-285 
QUINNAPIN YT-286 YTB-286 
SABEATA YT-287 YTB-287 
SAGAUNASH YT-288 YTB-288 
SAKAWESTON YT-289 YTB-289 
- - - -  YT-290 YTB-290 
HAIGLAR YT-327 YTB-327 
MAUVILA YT-328 YTB-328 
NAMEQUA YT-331 YTB-331 
- - - -  YT-332 YTB-332 
DEKANAWIDA YT-334 YTB-334 
WAMPATUCK YT-337 YTB-337 
NESUTAN YT-338 YTB-338 
TUSCARORA YT-341 YTB-341 
SWATANE YT-344 YTB-344 
ORATAMIN YT-347 YTB-347 
PAWTUCKET YT-359 YTB-359 
SASSABA YT-364 YTB-364 
SEGWARUSA YT-365 YTB-365 
- - - -  YT-366 YTB-366 
- - - -  YT-367 YTB-367 
SHAKAHA YT-368 YTB-368 
SHAMOKIN YT-369 YTB-369 
SKANDAWATI YT-370 YTB-370 
SMOHALLA YT-371 YTB-371 
TATARRAX YT-372 YTB-372 
TOPENEBEE YT-373 YTB-373 
   
VAGA YT-374 YTB-374 
OCONOSTOTA YT-375 YTB-375 



MOANAHONGA YT-258 YTB-258 
- - - -  YT-259 YTB-259 
NASOMEE YT-260 YTB-260 
NAWONA YT-261 YTB-261 
ONEYANA YT-262 YTB-262 
- - - -  YT-263 YTB-263 
- - - -  YT-264 YTB-264 
HIAWATHA YT-265 YTB-265 
POCAHONTAS YT-266 YTB-266 
POGATACUT YT-267 YTB-267 
RED CLOUD YT-268 YTB-268 
SAKARISSA YT-269 YTB-269 
SATANTA YT-270 YTB-270 
IWANA YT-272 YTB-272 
TECUMSEH YT-273 YTB-273 
POKAGON YT-274 YTB-274 
EPANOW YT-275 YTB-275 
TAVIBO YT-276 YTB-276 
ONOCKATIN YT-277 YTB-277  

- - - - YT-376 YTB-376 
- - - - YT-377 YTB-377 
- - - - YT-378 YTB-378 
- - - - YT-379 YTB-379 
- - - - YT-380 YTB-380 
- - - - YT-381 YTB-381 
- - - - YT-382 YTB-382 
- - - - YT-383 YTB-383 
WANETA YT-384 YTB-384 
WANNALANCET YT-385 YTB-385 
WASHAKIE YT-386 YTB-386 
WATSEKA YT-387 YTB-387 
 YT-388 YTB-388 
- - - -  YT-389 YTB-389 
- - - -  YT-390 YTB-390 
- - - -  YT-391 YTB-391 
- - - -  YT-392 YTB-392 
- - - -  YT-393 YTB-393 
WINAMAC YT-394 YTB-394 
WINGINA YT-395 YTB-395  
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Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

WOVOKA YT-396 YTB-396 
YANEGUA YT-397 YTB-397 
- - - -  YT-398 YTB-398 
- - - -  YT-399 YTB-399 
- - - -  YT-400 YTB-100 
- - - -  YT-401 YTB-401 
- - - -  YT-402 YTB-402 
- - - -  YT-403 YTB-403 
- - - -  YT-404 YTB-404 
- - - -  YT-405 YTB-405 
- - - -  YT-406 YTB-406 
- - - -  YT-407 YTB-407 
- - - -  YT-408 YTB-408 
- - - -  YT-409 YTB-409 
- - - -  YT-410 YTB-410 
- - - -  YT-411 YTB-411 
- - - -  YT-412 YTB-412 
- - - -  YT-413 YTB-413 
- - - -  YT-414 YTB-414 
- - - -  YT-415 YTB-415 
- - - -  YT-416 YTB-116 
- - - -  YT-417 YTB-417 
- - - -  YT-418 YTB-418 
- - - -  YT-419 YTB-419 
- - - -  YT-420 YTB-420 
- - - -  YT-421 YTB-421 
EVEA YT-458 YTB-458 
EDENSHAW YT-459 YTB-459 
KIASUTHA YT-463 YTB-463 
SHABONEE YT-465 YTB-465 
- - - -  YT-2 YTM-2 
UNADILLA YT-4 YTM-4 
- - - -  YT-5 YTM-5 
- - - -  YT-6 YTM-6 
- - - -  YT-7 YTM-7 
- - - -  YT-9 YTM-9 
- - - -  YT-24 YTM-24 

  

Name 

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

STALLION YT-120 YTM-120 
TILLAMOOK YT-122 YTM-122 
CHALLENGE YT-126 YTM-126 
POWHATAN YT-128 YTM-128 
OSCEOLA YT-129 YTM-129 
Massasott YT-131 YTM-131 
NARKEETA YT-133 YTM-133 
WAHNETA YT-134 YTM-134 
ALLOWAY YT-170 YTM-170 
CANONICUS YT-187 YTM-187 
- - - - YT-213 YTM-213 
- - - - YT-239 YTM-239 
- - - - YT-240 YTM-240 
- - - - YT-243 YTM-243 
MINNEHAHA YT-271 YTM-271 
- - - - YT-321 YTM-321 
- - - - YT-322 YTM-322 
- - - - YT-323 YTM-323 
MAMO YT-325 YTM-325 
SACAGAWEA YT-326 YTM-326 
- - - - YT-330 YTM-330 
DOHASAN YT-335 YTM-335 
SKENANDOA YT-336 YTM-336 
- - - - YT-342 YTM-342 
NEOMONNI YT-349 YTM-349 
CORBITANT YT-354 YTM-354 
- - - - YT-460 YTM-160 
- - - - YT-461 YTM-461 
- - - - YT-462 YTM-462 
- - - - YT-464 YTM-464 
- - - - YT—166 YTM-166 
- - - - YT-467 YTM-467 
- - - - YT-168 YTM-468 
- - - - YT-469 YTM-469 
- - - - YT-470 YTM-470 
- - - - YT-471 YTM-471 
- - - - YT-472 YTM-472 



CATAWBA YT-32 YTM-32 
CHOPTANK YT-36 YTM-36 
ACTIVE YT-112 YTM-112 
REINDEER YT-115 YTM-115 
GERONIMO YT-119 YTM-119  

- - - - YT-474 YTM-474 
- - - - YT-475 YTM-475 
- - - - YT-476 YTM-476 
- - - - YT-477 YTM-477 
- - - - YT-478 YTM-478  

 
Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YT-16 YTL-16 
YT-17 YTL-17 
YT-18 YTL-18 
YT-130 YTL-130 
YT-132 YTL-132 
YT-143 YTL-143 
YT-144 YTL-144 
YT-152 YTL-152  

  

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YT-153 YTL-153 
YT-154 YTL-154 
YT-155 YTL-155 
YT-156 YTL-156 
YT-157 YTL-157 
YT-158 YTL-158 
YT-159 YTL-159 
YT-160 YTL-160  
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Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YT-161 YTL-161 
YT-162 YTL-162 
YT-163 YTL-163 
YT-164 YTL-164 
YT-165 YTL-165 
YT-166 YTL-166 
YT-167 YTL-167 
YT-168 YTL-168 
YT-169 YTL-169 
YT-184 YTL-184 
YT-185 YTL-185 
YT-186 YTL-186 
YT-196 YTL-196 
YT-197 YTL-197 
YT-199 YTL-199 
YT-200 YTL-200 
YT-201 YTL-201 
YT-202 YTL-202 
YT-203 YTL-203 
YT-204 YTL-204 
YT-205 YTL-205 
YT-206 YTL-206 
YT-207 YTL-207 
YT-208 YTL-208 
YT-209 YTL-209 
YT-210 YTL-210 
YT-211 YTL-211 
YT-212 YTL-212 
YT-230 YTL-230 
YT-231 YTL-231 
YT-232 YTL-232 
YT-233 YTL-233 
YT-234 YTL-234 
YT-235 YTL-235 
YT-236 YTL-236 
YT-237 YTL-237 
YT-244 YTL-244 

  

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YT-303 YTL-303 
YT-304 YTL-304 
YT-305 YTL-305 
YT-306 YTL-306 
YT-307 YTL-307 
YT-308 YTL-308 
YT-309 YTL-309 
YT-310 YTL-310 
YT-311 YTL-311 
YT-312 YTL-312 
YT-313 YTL-313 
YT-314 YTL-314 
YT-315 YTL-315 
YT-316 YTL-316 
YT-317 YTL-317 
YT-318 YTL-318 
YT-319 YTL-319 
YT-320 YTL-320 
YT-324 YTL-324 
YT-333 YTL-333 
YT-339 YTL-339 
YT-340 YTL-340 
YT-345 YTL-345 
YT-346 YTL-346 
YT-348 YTL-348 
YT-351 YTL-351 
YT-352 YTL-352 
YT-353 YTL-353 
YT-355 YTL-355 
YT-356 YTL-356 
YT-357 YTL-357 
YT-358 YTL-358 
YT-360 YTL-360 
YT-361 YTL-361 
YT-362 YTL-362 
YT-363 YTL-363 
YT-422 YTL-422 



YT-245 YTL-245 
YT-246 YTL-246 
YT-247 YTL-247 
YT-248 YTL-248 
YT-249 YTL-249 
YT-250 YTL-250 
YT-251 YTL-251 
YT-291 YTL-291 
YT-292 YTL-292 
YT-293 YTL-293 
YT-294 YT-294 
YT-295 YTL-295 
YT-296 YTL-296 
YT-297 YTL-297 
YT-298 YTL-298 
YT-299 YTL-299 
YT-300 YTL-300 
YT-301 YTL-301 
YT-302 YTL-302  

YT-423 YTL-423 
YT-424 YTL-424 
YT-425 YTL-425 
YT-426 YTL-426 
YT-427 YTL-427 
YT-128 YTL-428 
YT-429 YTL-429 
YT—130 YTL-430 
YT-431 YTL-431 
YT-432 YTL-432 
YT-433 YTL-133 
YT-434 YTL-434 
YT-135 YTL-435 
YT-436 YTL-436 
YT-437 YTL-437 
YT-438 YTL-438 
YT-439 YTL-439 
YT-440 YTL-440 
YT-441 YTL-441 
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Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YT-442 YTL-442 
YT-443 YTL-443 
YT-444 YTL-444 
YT-445 YTL-445 
YT-446 YTL-446 
YT-447 YTL-447 
YT-448 YTL-448 
YT-449 YTL-449 
YT-450 YTL-450 
YT-451 YTL-451 
YT-452 YTL-452 
YT-453 YTL-453 
YT-454 YTL-454 
YT-455 YTL-455 
YT-456 YTL-456 
YT-457 YTL-457 
YT-473 YTL-473 
YMT-1  (ex YT-86) YTL-86 
YMT-2  (ex YT-87) YTL-87 
YMT-3  (ex YT-88) YTL-88 
YMT-4  (ex YT-89) YTL-89  

  

Present 
Classi- 
fication 

Recommended 
Classifi- 
cation 

YMT-5  (ex YT-90) YTL-90 
YMT-8  (ex YT-94) YTL-94 
YMT-8  (ex YT-94) YTL-94 
YMT-9  (ex YT-95) YTL-95 
YMT-10 (ex YT-96) YTL-96 
YMT-10 (ex YT-96) YTL-96 
YMT-11 (ex YT-98) YTL-98 
YMT-12 (ex YT-99) YTL-99 
YMT-13 (ex YT-117) YTL-117 
YMT-14 (ex YT-118) YTL-118 
YMT-15 YTL-479 
YMT-17 YTL-480 
YMT-19 YTL-481 
YMT-20 YTL-482 
YMT-21 YTL-483 
YMT-22 YTL-484 
YMT-23 YTL-485 
YMT-25 YTL-486 
YMT-26 YTL-487 
YMT-27 YTL-488 
YMT-28 YTL-489 
YMT-29 YTL-490 
YMT-31 YTL-91  

 
W. S. FARBER 
Sub Chief of Naval Operations 
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RESTRICTED Op-23-S-jk 
Ser: 95223 

13 April 1944 
First Endorsement 
From: Secretary of the Navy. 
To  : Chief of Naval Operations. 
  
Subj:    Ocean—Going Tugs and Harbor Tugs — Recommendations for reclassification of. 
  
1. Approved. 
FRANK KNOX 
Copy to: 

  

ComiaCh (4) 
CinCLant 
CinCPac 
BuPers (25) 
BuShips (5) 
SupShips New York 
SupShips Bath, Maine 
SupShips Camden, N.J. 
SupShips Seattle, Wash. 
SupShips San Pedro, Calif. 
SupShips Chicago, Ill. 
SupShips Portland, Ore. 
SupShips Manitowoc, Wis. 
SupShips Orange, Texas 
SupShips Quincy, Mass. 
SupShips Tacoma, Wash. 
SupShips San Francisco, Calif. 
AstSupShips Charleston, S.C. 
AstSupShips Pascagoula, Miss. 
AstSupShips Jacksonville, Fla. 
ComServLant 
ComServLant (Subor Comd) 
ComServPac (Subor Comd) 
CoTCLant 
CoTCPac 
U.S. Naval Repair Base San Diego, Calif.
CO NSD San Diego, Calif. 
Port Director Port Arthur, Texas 
CO NAVSTA New Orleans, La. 
President, Naval War College 
Comdt. U.S.C.G. 
Comdt. U.S.C.G. Curtis Bay, Md. 
IndMan 5thND 
Comdts. All Sea Frontiers 

 

AIR MAIL 
ComSubPac 
ComServRon 1 
ComServRon 2 
ComServRon 10 
ComServPac 
ComPhibsPac 
ComServRon 3rdFleet 
ComTHIRDFleet 
ComSEVENTHFleet 
ComServ TthFleet 
ComEIGHTHFleet 
Comdt. Nyd. Pearl Harbor, T.H. 
Com 14, 15 
ComPaSeaFron 
ComCaribSeaFron 
ComNorWesSeaFron 
ComHawSeaFron 
ComMorSeaFron 
ComTWELFTHFleet 
ComFODRTHFleet 



Comdts. All Naval Districts 
Comdts. All Navy Yards 
All YT's in service 
All YMT's in service 

 

List No. 3, confidential, part 1, Standard Navy 
Distribution list pertaining to AT's, ATR's and YT-341. 
Special Asst. to Asst. Chief (5)—Arl.Annex, room 1052 
Bureaus and Offices and Divisions of Office of Chief of Naval Operations.   

 
SOURCE: 
National Archives & Records Administration, Seattle Branch 
Record Group 181, Commandant's Office Central Subject Files 1944  
Transcribed by RESEARCHER @ LARGE. Formatting & Comments Copyright R@L. 




